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4 unit 1  family and friends

Listening Part 3
  Look at the photos and answer these questions.

1 Who is your best friend?
2 What do you particularly like about him/her?

Exam task
1.02  You will hear five different people talking about their 

best friend. For questions 1–5, choose from the list (A–F) what each 
speaker particularly likes about the friend. Use each letter only 
once. There is one extra letter which you do not need to use.
Play the recording twice.

Grammar 

Prepositions and determiners with days and times

1   Complete the sentences with all, at, every, in, 
on or nothing (–).

1  We’ll be able to spend time together  
the evenings. 

2  The programme will be shown on TV  
the summer.

3  My friends and I go shopping  
weekend.

4  I went to the school library  lunchtime 
today.

5  I usually get home at four o’clock  the 
afternoon.

6  I go swimming  Wednesdays.
7  I’m going to play football  next 

Saturday.
8  I usually visit my grandma  the 

afternoon on Sundays.
9  On Saturdays I spend  afternoon with 

my friends.
10  The bells always ring  exactly midday.

Comparisons 

2   Complete these sentences with one word.

1  My older brother is much thinner  my 
younger brother.

2  My mother is a  deal older than my 
aunt.

3  I’m not  good at maths as my cousin is.
4  My parents were always happier  stay 

at home in the summer than go away.
5   I get  more pocket money than my little 

brother.
6  The rivers dry up in summer because there is far 

 rain than in winter.
7  Jane is  good at playing the piano as I 

am, although she hasn’t been learning for long.
8  The louder my brother shouted, the  

angry my granny got.
9  The more I play tennis,  better I 

become.
10  The more homework I get, the  time I 

have to see my friends.

A My friend has the same sense of humour as me.
  Speaker 1 1

B My friend shares the same memories as me.
  Speaker 2 2

C My friend always supports me.
  Speaker 3 3

D My friend has the same tastes as me.
  Speaker 4 4

E My friend tolerates my mistakes.
  Speaker 5 5

F My friend understands my feelings.

Family and friends
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5family and friends  unit 1

Reading Part 1
Read the text below quickly and 
answer these questions.

1 Who are the two people? 
2 What are they looking at?
3 Why is the writer surprised?

I was out shopping with my older sister. 
We were looking in the window of a 
tiny shop where there was an amazing 
display celebrating the festival which 
takes place every four years in the city. It 
was better than anything we’d ever seen, 
especially in a shop like this. Although 
it’s in the main shopping street and really 
popular with certain kinds of people, it 
sells really boring kitchen equipment 
and would never normally attract our 
attention. The centre-piece was a cake 
made to look like the town hall. Around 
the edge were little cup cakes, each with 
a figure from history made of sugar on 
top of it. While we were standing there, 
my sister suddenly said, ‘I helped make 
some of those cup cakes.’ 

‘But you can’t even fry an egg,’ I replied. 

‘I did it at school in cookery.’

‘But you never said anything.’ 

‘Well, I wanted to give everyone a 
surprise. Anyway, you wouldn’t have 
believed me.’ She turned away from me.

I called after her, ‘I still think you’re 
having me on. You want me to tell 
everyone and then you’ll all have a good 
laugh.’ 

‘Up to you.’ And she was gone.

line
5

line
25

Exam task
Look at the questions below, and before you decide on your 
answer to each question, read the tip before it.

Most Reading Part 1 tasks have a question which asks you what a 
word or phrase refers to.

1  Look at the question below. Find ‘it’ and the words in the 
options in the text and underline them. Now read the 
sentences containing the words you have underlined. 

 What does ‘it’ in line 5 refer to? 
 A the city
 B the festival
 C the display
 D the shop 

Sometimes a question refers to ideas rather than actual words in 
the text.

2  Find ‘a shop like this’ in the text and underline it. All the ideas 
below are mentioned in the text but which one is referred to 
by ‘like this’? Read before and after ‘like this’.

  When the writer says ‘a shop like this’, he is referring to the 
fact that 

 A  he hadn’t realised why the shop was usually so popular.
 B the shop is not one he would normally take any notice of.
 C he wishes the shop sold something he was interested in.
 D the shop is in an important area for shopping in the city. 

Most Reading Part 1 tasks have a question which asks you 
about the meaning of a word or phrase. You will need to find its 
meaning by reading that section of the text carefully.

3  Underline ‘You’re having me on’ in lines 25–6 and read 
the whole conversation to decide what the writer means. 
Underline the words which help you.

 What is meant by ‘You’re having me on’ in lines 25–6?
 A You’re teasing me.
 B You’re confusing me.
 C You’re criticising me.
 D You’re annoying me.
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6 unit 1  family and friends

Vocabulary 

Words often confused

1  Complete the sentences with the correct word or 
expression. Use a dictionary if you need to.

1  Some verbs and nouns go together to give a 
particular meaning. Read the sentences carefully 
and decide which word goes in each one. 

involve make play produce

 A  Replacing some of the football team didn’t 
 the result the teacher wanted.

 B  Taking the main role in the school play would 
 a lot of rehearsals.

 C  Computers  a part in almost 
everything we do nowadays.

 D  Museums should  an effort to 
interest young people.

2   Some words might not fit in the gap 
grammatically. For example, only one of these 
verbs can be followed by an adjective. Choose the 
correct verb for each gap.

change get happen increase

 A  Riding a bicycle to school every day can 
 tiring.

 B  If the pool is rebuilt, its prices will  
to almost double what they are now.

 C  You can  your lifestyle and be 
more healthy.

 D  The bus was full yesterday – I hope it doesn’t 
 again today.

3  These words are all used to talk about how large 
something is. Sometimes a word almost fits but not 
quite. Read the sentences carefully and choose 
the correct word.

amount number size total

 A  I had a  of five euros left after we’d 
bought everything we needed.

 B  The  of energy we use every day is 
increasing.

 C  The  of the horse you’ll ride 
depends on your height and weight.

 D  A small  of children are educated 
at home.

4  Sometimes you have to look at the position of 
the word in the sentence as well as its meaning. 
Choose the correct word for these sentences. 

deeply highly hugely particularly 

 A  It is  likely that school will be 
closed tomorrow because of the snow.

 B  Attendance at the concert was  
underestimated by the organisers and there 
wasn’t enough room for everyone.

 C  I always sleep  when I go camping.
 D  The children  enjoyed the 

interactive displays.

Relationships 

2  Check the expressions below in a dictionary if 
you need to. Then write one expression in each 
sentence, putting the verb into a suitable tense.

break up with fall for fall out with 
get on well with get to know  
go out together hit it off socialise

1  I met Jade when we started this school. We were 
both 11 and we  straight 
away.

2  My brother met a really nice girl at 
university last year, but unfortunately they 

 each other during  
the summer.

3  I  most people because 
I’m easy-going and cheerful.

4  I  Katie, who lives next 
door to us, last summer because she borrowed 
my bike without asking and we’ve never spoken to 
each other again. 

5  My sister met her boyfriend at work and they 
 now for three years.

6  Going to school helps young children learn to 
 as well as teaching them 

to read and write.
7  I sit next to Claire in maths every day but we 

 each other gradually 
because neither of us chats that much.

8  My mum and dad met at a party and 
 each other there and 

then. They got married a few months later.
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7family and friends  unit 1

Use of English Part 1

Exam task 
For questions 1–12, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best 
fits each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Example:
0 A wonder  B  suspect  C  believe  D  expect 

1 A  familiar B  sensitive C  aware  D  experienced 
2 A  So  B  Although C  Because  D  Despite
3 A  finish  B  increase C  join  D  add 
4 A  fact  B  condition  C  event  D  case
5 A  mistake  B  doubt  C  suspicion  D  fault 
6 A  on  B  by  C  ahead  D  through 
7 A  highly  B  greatly  C  extremely  D  strongly
8 A  cooperative  B  fortunate  C  beneficial  D  positive 
9 A  solution  B  consequence  C  explanation  D  purpose 

10 A  make  B  have  C  take   D  give 
11 A  locations   B  places  C  situations  D  spaces 
12 A  develops  B  produces  C  results   D  causes

Twins
Do you ever (0)  how it would feel to have a sister or brother born on the same day as you? Or 
maybe you are a twin so you are (1)  of what it is like. Many twins have their own language 
when they are small. (2)  they usually grow out of this kind of secret communication, adult 
twins often know what each other is thinking and sometimes (3)  each other’s sentences. This 
is particularly the (4)  with identical twins. Some twins say that without a (5)  if one twin 
gets hurt the other one feels the pain even if they are not nearby and know nothing about what is 
going (6)  . Some experts feel very (7)  that twins should be separated when they go to 
school and put into different classes so they develop as individuals, but this is not always (8)  to 
them. The best (9)  is usually to let the twins decide for themselves. Sometimes twins (10)  
advantage of the fact that they look similar and, in order to play a joke on other people, they change 
(11)  with each other. This idea has been used a lot in films and plays and (12)  in some 
very funny scenes. 
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8 unit 2  eXploring the World

Reading Part 2
1  Read the text below about mountain climbing and answer these questions. Don’t 

worry about the gaps in the text.

1  Did the writer enjoy climbing mountains when he was small?
2 Does he still enjoy it?

2 Read the text again and, for each numbered gap, choose A, B or C below.

1 A  One possibility is that he always chooses the most difficult path up the mountain.
    B For example, he always chooses the most difficult path up the mountain.
    C By chance, he always chooses the most difficult path up the mountain.

2  A Since then, I had my own little boots and I followed him up the easiest slopes.
    B As a result, I had my own little boots and I followed him up the easiest slopes.
    C Later on, I had my own little boots and I followed him up the easiest slopes.

3  A In fact, we weren’t the only ones who managed to do so that day.
    B In addition, we weren’t the only ones who managed to do so that day.
    C Instead, we weren’t the only ones who managed to do so that day.

4  A It seems that he will.
    B It seems that he would.
    C It seems that he has.

My dad, mountains and me
My dad has always spent his free time climbing 
mountains. He spends ages planning his route, 
checking the weather forecast and finding the 
best maps, and he really likes a good challenge. 
1  It means he feels he’s really achieved 

something.

As soon as I could walk, he started taking me with 
him sometimes. At first, he used to carry me on 
his shoulders. 2  I can still remember how 
excited I was when we set off and how happy I felt. 

The first time I did a proper climb with him I was about eight years old. As we came round the last 
bend to the summit, we saw some other climbers standing there admiring the view. They couldn’t 
believe my father had managed to get to the top with such a small child. 3   When we were 
coming down, we met another family with two young girls, who must have been just behind us.

I’m now 15 and I belong to a local climbing club. Dad always hoped to pass on his love of climbing 
to me. 4   I already spend most of my weekends in the mountains. Sometimes Dad comes 
too but now I’m the one out in front and he can’t always keep up with me!

Exploring the world2
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9eXploring the World  unit 2

Listening Part 1

Exam task
1.03  You will hear people talking in four 

different situations. For questions 1–4, choose the 
best answer (A, B or C). Play the recording twice.

1  You hear a teacher talking to her class about a 
camping trip.

  What does she say about weather conditions 
during the trip?

 A Temperatures will be low at night. 
 B Heavy rain is expected on one day.
 C Storms are possible at any time.

2 You hear two friends talking about a concert.
 What surprised the boy about the concert?
 A the design of the concert hall
 B the way the lead violinist played
 C the range of music he heard

3 You hear a girl talking to her brother.
 Why did the girl go and see her teacher?
 A to collect some notes
 B to hand in some work
 C to ask for advice

4  You will hear two boys discussing a rugby match 
they watched.

 What happened during the match?
 A A player was injured.
 B A fan ran on to the pitch.
 C The referee gave someone a warning.

1.03  Listen again and try to write down the 
exact words that gave you the answer to each 
question. You can pause the CD as often as you like.

Grammar 

used to and would

1  Are these sentences correct? Write C if they are 
and correct them if they are wrong.

1 I don’t play tennis any more, but I used to.
2  When we lived outside the city, I would get up at 

six every morning to catch the school bus.
3  We would live in the city centre, but we live in the 

country now.
4 Joanna used to walk at least five miles every day.
5  When I was little, I would sit on the steps outside 

my house and watch the sun go down.
6  John would be able to play the guitar well once, 

but he’s forgotten everything now.
7  Your cousin used to work in the shop on Saturday, 

didn’t he?
8  I wouldn’t like ice cream when I was young 

because it was too cold.

for, since and ago

2 Complete the sentences with for, since or ago.

1  Samantha’s lived in the same house  
the whole of her life.

2  It’s been a long time  I went to the 
cinema.

3  When I spoke to Anna, she said she had landed 
safely in Berlin a short time  .

4  I studied in England  three years, but 
I’ve returned to Spain now.

5  It was two years  that I learnt how to 
scuba dive.

6   I’ve been living in Chile with my 
family, I’ve learnt a lot of Spanish.

7  I haven’t been to the circus  I was a 
young child.

8  My mother’s been working as a teacher 
 the last ten years.
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10 unit 2  eXploring the World

Vocabulary 

-ing and -ed adjectives

1  Complete the crossword with -ing and 
-ed adjectives formed from the verbs 
below. (You can use some of them 
twice.) Use the clues to help you.

astonish disappoint embarrass
exhaust fascinate impress relax
scare thrill 

Across
4  My mum likes to spend ages in the 

bath because she says it’s  .
5  We were really looking forward to 

going to the new museum but the 
displays were very  .

9  I went on the fastest ride in the theme 
park and it was as  as it 
said on the publicity.

11  I was so  when my dad 
started to dance.

12  We were  to see our 
cousin at the door because he lives in 
New Zealand.

14  Looking after my little brother is 
 because he wants to run 

up and down all the time.

Down
1  I am  by the stars and 

the planets and how the solar system 
works.

2  I was so  when the trip to 
the seaside was cancelled.

3  My grandad’s stories about his travels 
when he was young are  
– I don’t mind how often he tells them.

6  I was  with the Playstation 
my parents gave me for my birthday 
– it was just what I wanted.

7  Our teacher was really  
by our project – she gave us top 
marks.

8  It’s  to think that a few 
years ago none of us knew each other 
and now we’re best friends.

10  I felt  and very comfortable 
sitting on the sofa listening to music.

13  I love going riding but my friend is 
 to death of horses.

1

2 3 4

5 6

7

8

9

10 11

12 13

14

Word building

2  Use one of the suffixes below to make a noun from each 
of the words. You may need to make some changes before 
adding the suffix.

-ism -ship -ness

1 criticise 
2 champion 
3 dark 
4 fit 
5 friend 
6 happy 

7 ill 
8 journalist 
9 lazy 

10 member 
11 relation 
12 weak 

3  Use one of the suffixes below to make one or more adjectives 
from each of the words.

-able -ish -ful -less

1 care 
2 child 
3 fool 
4 harm 
5 predict 

6 price 
7 profit 
8 self 
9 style 

10 use 
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11eXploring the World  unit 2

4  For each gap below, decide if you need a noun or an adjective, then choose from the 
words you made in Exercises 2 and 3 on page 10. 

Use of English Part 3

Exam task
For questions 1–10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines 
to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Example:  0  EXCITEMENT

Sky-diving
People travel all around the world to 
experience the (0)  of sky-diving. It 
appeals to those who are looking for something 
really (1)  to do and attracts 
large numbers of young people who want to 
feel a sense of (2)  as they float 
through the air like a bird. It also makes a major 
contribution to (3)  in places like 
New Zealand.

A kind of sky-diving (4)  took place in China about 1000 years ago when people 
jumped from rocks and cliffs with a parachute attached to them. Today sky-divers jump from 
an aeroplane flying at a (5)  of about 4000 metres. Those who are diving for the 
first time are attached to an (6)  who has spent many hours training. It is his or her 
(7)  to make sure everything goes smoothly and that the parachute opens at the 
right moment. There is no room for (8)  when you jump out of a plane! 

It sounds quite (9)  to me but most people describe the experience as 
(10)  . Many take home a DVD to remind them that they actually did it. 

EXCITE

ADVENTURE

FREE

TOURIST

ORIGINAL

HIGH
INSTRUCT

RESPONSIBLE
CARE

FRIGHTEN
FORGET

1  The new series of The Teenage Detective is so 
 , I’ve guessed the ending 

each time so far.
2  The only  the students 

had about the hostel was that there weren’t 
enough showers.

3  It was very  of you to 
eat the last piece of cake when you knew I was 
looking forward to it.

4  I’ve been working hard all day so you can’t accuse 
me of  !

5  Our team won the  easily 
because we have three outstanding players.

6  The torch I’d brought was  – 
it was so faint you couldn’t see anything with it.

7  They discovered a painting in the old man’s house 
which was  because it was 
by a really famous artist.

8  I thought Nick was much younger than he is because 
his handwriting is so  .

9  Cycling to school is a good way of improving my 
 levels.

10  I wanted to join the gym but the 
 fee is too expensive.
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